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Space, the final frontier...These are the adventures of the USS Sharikahr in her continuing mission to bring peace where conflicts may arise, to explore new worlds untouched by the eyes of men, and to brave the darkness of the last vast, unknown.
With Captain Adrel beaming on the planet, the crew of the Sharikahr seems to have found some of the answer they were looking for. The AT has become more familiar with the crew of marooned Starfleet officers while the XO and the CMO may have found an answer to cure the metabolic problems that seems to afflict the people on this planet.
Now everyone is getting ready for the feast, what many expect to be the last dinner consumed on this planet. But if the creature is here, would it let his prey leave so easily.
As a samurai of medieval Japan once said “There is thought and there is action. Do not confuse the two. When the time comes to act, your thoughts must already be complete. There will be no room for them when the action begins.”
Star Trek, A Call To Duty
is proud to present
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“An Hellish Path, Chapter thirteen: Live by the sword, die by the sword”
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=/\= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Standing near the entryway of the building, awaiting the arrival of the captains::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::in Sick Bay:: CMO: What I don't understand is that high a level of testosterone should give them a higher libido not a lesser one.
Host Enrico says:
ACTION: The Captains materialize in front of the main hall.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: At the captains arrival, nods.::  CO: Captains...
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Leaning against the doorway, his arms crossed ::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: Here we are. ::as she looks around trying to get in as much info her eyes can see::
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@::On his back in engineering under a large console, tool in one hand, flashlight in other::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO: Lt. Hope all is well with the AT?
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::sees the Skipper enter and stands up::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: I won't presume to stereotype anything regarding this. I'll just analyze what I have and go from there.
SO_Archimedes says:
@ :: Completing his recent scan of the planet using a different energy wave.::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: Aye, captain.  I have little to report at the moment.  But if you have time later...
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ALL: Let the feast begins...and tonight we have coffee. ::shows the big container and enters the main hall cheered by his people.
SO_Archimedes says:
@*XO/CSO*: Commander... the simulation is completed.  I regret I do not have any good results.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO: Give me time to do the diplomatic stuff and we can talk later.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Nods::  CO: If you will excuse me, I am in need of some air.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::follows Eriksson in the main hall and notices the CTO::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: I think I know what’s going on. Uh Doctor, I have an experiment in mind to try.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::moves into position near the Skipper::
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Aloud to himself ::  Self: At least Davis will be happy.  :: Follows along, keeping a low profile, not drawing attention to himself ::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Glances at Wall, and nods toward the captain before stepping out.::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*SO*: Go ahead...
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
::enters the main hall and sits on his chair making sure the coffee is distributed among his crew:: CO: You and your people may have the seat of honor please.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: I'm open to suggestions...... The testosterone levels are dropping fast on Eriksson.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::sees Sin’s nod and takes up position near the skipper::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: My CTO, OPS, and CSO, when she returns, could join us.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Of course. Where is she gone?
SO_Archimedes says:
@ *XO/CSO*: Due to the huge subspace distortions present in the Jehenna Rift, it would be impossible to tow both of the ships at the same time at warp speed without serious damage to the Sharikahr.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: Just out for fresh air. I'll let the three of them know.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@::Grabbing for a tricorder, checks to see if the correction he was working in is fixed:: Self: Well what ever gremlins were there, are gone now.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*SO*: I will inform the captain.  Anything on your search?
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Please do. ::turns to talk with an officer passing by::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: Well I think we are dealing with an entity that producing negative emotions and then feeds on the result. A similar entity visited Kirk's Enterprise. They defeated it by first convincing the Klingon crew and producing a flood of positive emotions to kill it.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::since she isn't in the vicinity off all of them, she uses her comm.-badge:: *CSO/OPS/CTO*: You are invited to the honor table at the feast. Join myself and Capt Eriksson as soon as possible.
SO_Archimedes says:
@*CSO*: No ma'am.  I am starting the next round now.  I am going to go into the shortest range we can pick up.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@ACTION: One of the relays in the main engineering control panel starts emitting some serious fumes::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: And how do you suppose we convince the Klingons and the men down there to be happy go lucky?
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Still apparently out of the Captain's gaze, Varn slips back into the seat at the front table next to the XO ::  Davis: I hear we got you that coffee you wanted.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@::Hearing a rattling, looks to his right to see so loose connections:: Self: Doh! that’s next.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: What we need to do is come up with something that will produce a decent size positive emotion. I plan to drop my mental shielding during the event and see if there is in effect.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
<Davis>: OPS: It is a bad habit, but I missed it. ::grins and shows him his cup::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: They should join us shortly. Maybe we should head to the table now? We should make your crew wait too long before enjoying the coffee.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: We will not be able to take the two ships at warp from this area without damage to the Sharikahr.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@::Moving out from the console to get a sip of water, and change tools, takes a deep breath, and inhales something odd/
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Of course Captain. Please follow me ::walks toward the table::
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@Self: Did the replicator burn the coffee again? huh...
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::as she follows Eriksson:: *CSO*: What do you mean, damaging the Sharikahr?
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::follows the Captain staying close::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: One would think the prospect of going home would do the trick. The problem is, getting the Klingons down there to not see us as the enemy. Which I believe the best route for that is to contact the Klingon High Command.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: Another circuitry in main engineering start to emit some sparks.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*SO*: I'm sorry I wasn't ignoring you. Could we do it at impulse.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Makes a light chuckle and keeps his voice low ::  Davis: Now that we got you your coffee, maybe you'll be up all night... and able to accompany me on that starlight walk.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: Due to the subspace distortions, towing the ships would increase the stress on the Shari beyond her specs... at least at warp speed.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@Self: that’s not coffee.  :: Stands up and wipes off hands as he starts walking around for the smell::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CSO*: What is your suggestion?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: That has merit. Unfortunately we are very out of contact at this place in the rift and no ships are close enough to relay.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: At a proximate calculation, to do so at impulse would take us 45 years to leave the rift.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: Then, our only option is to, surgically alter someone. Because I don't see the Klingons believing a Federation officer on this.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::as she arrives at the table and takes a seat:: *CSO*: What if we take only 1 ship?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::as she waits for an answer, looks for the rest of the AT::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: We could take the Klingons aboard our ship... but given the current status, sedated would probably be wise. :: touch of irony in voice.::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::listens in to the Captains conversation::
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@:: Looks up at a console and sees sparks from a console:: Self: No! not good, not good... :: Rushs to the console::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CSO*: But we would make it without damaging our ship if we only tow the Agincourt?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: We could get the ships away from the area, and send out a message for help, as well as try to get their ships up and running.  I believe all they mainly lack are dilithium crystals.  We could do a search for those.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
<Davis>: OPS: Trust me you do not want to go out there at night. Not healthy.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CTO: It seems we have ship towing problems:: as she noticed the CTO was listening::
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
:: Re-routes all activity on the console to another, and  once completed, cuts power to it.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: That's a great idea. If we could convince them that one of their officers accompanied us. They don't know that we found them by accident.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*SO*: Ensign, how would the ship hold up towing only one of the vessels?
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
:;whispers:: CO: Captain my brother is Klingon, and I had a nice chat with the prisoner outside earlier
SO_Archimedes says:
@*CSO*: One moment... let me check.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CSO*: Keep thinking of options. We'll discuss those with Eriksson, his crew and the rest of the AT over supper or after.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: So Captain, would you please call your crew in. ::sounds annoyed::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: That isn't exactly my idea, but it could work.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Sighs and looks around for the food ::  Davis: You know, I'm trying to be romantic here and take your mind off of all of this, and you're not making it easy.  :: Gives a wink so she knows he's being playful ::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
<Davis>: OPS: I know and I appreciate it, but you must understand, it is not easy for me. Once we are off the planet we may talk about it again. ::smiles::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: The person would have to be convincingly Klingon and make them believe that he shipped out with us on a rescue mission for them.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: My operations officer is there, sitting next to one of your officers. And this is my CTO, Ens Wall. The CSO is still outside. She got news about towing both ships. She should be there shortly. We can start without her if you prefer.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CTO: What did you learn?
SO_Archimedes says:
@*CSO*: The simulation data infers that, that is possible.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: I volunteer for the assignment.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: As you wish. ::stands up and claps his hands loudly to get everyone's attention::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ALL: My dear crew, after so much adversity things are changed, Starfleet has finally come. We will soon leave this planet and leave all the enmity and hatred behind us. <C>
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: So, this experiment?
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@:: Removes the cover to console to let what ever fumes to dissipate::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: It would appear we can tow one of the larger ships.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ALL: A new life begins. Tonight we celebrate our rescuers, but before we do so, we there is one last act that must be accomplished. Bring the prisoner here.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@ACTION: The fumes in ME start to dissipate.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
CO: The Klingons have suffered just as much as these people. It seems someone played on the enmity between the Empire and the Federation at the time. Also they have been rocked to there core. This reanimation has shaken them. For a Klingon to die and not go to Sto`Vo`Kor is viewed as being abandoned by Kahless
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: A group of security officers enters leading the Klingon still in chains in the hall. The Klingon limps visibly and snarls at everyone, visibly trying to hide his fear.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CSO*: Aye. We will discuss it later. Eriksson is addressing the audience.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::see’s the spectacle and tenses::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ALL: It is time we end this. There is no room for impalers in the place where we are going. So you can leave, Krag of the Klingons, and remember only our patience and goodwill saved your life. Tell your people we do not want to fight anymore and leave.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Frowns as she discovers the Klingon is not where last seen::  *CO*: Captain, the Klingon prisoner is... not here.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::whispers in his ear:: CMO: Kiss me. It should if we do it correctly generate a very positive emotion that the creature will react to.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::whispers::*CSO*: The prisoner is inside the hall and Eriksson has just released him.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::gives her a stunned look::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
<Krag>::spits on the ground:: Eriksson: You fool, you will suffer with all of them, this is Sto Vo Kor and you puny little things are our victims. Over and over again. You are here to suffer, do never forget that ::laughs and still escorted by the security guards, starts walking away::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Kneels down and looks around the area... then looks up at the captain’s words.::  *CO*: Indeed...
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@ :: Sighs and starts to run a few scans with the tricorder, wondering what happened::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::whispers::*CSO*: Eriksson let him go to end the war but the Klingon is not hearing it. You may cross paths soon.... We will need to work on getting the Klingons to understand what is going on....
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Opens her tricorder and scans the vicinity.::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: Suddenly the Klingon turns, pulls one of the chains holding him, and steal a short sword from one of the guards. And runs with it toward Captain Eriksson.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: Goodness. It's not as if I suggesting murdering a puppy.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::feels relief wash over him::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.  :: Is prepared.::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::dives in front of the captain::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::swallows a bit and walks over to the XO and plants a knee buckling kiss on her lips, letting his emotions loose for a second as he does so::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::shields her with his body::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: The Klingon’s sword enters the CTO's body perforating his heart.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Finds the area quiet and makes her way back to the entrance.::
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Stands from the table, and moves to guard Captain Adrel and Davis ::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::drops her mental shielding and reaches out to see if the creature is hurt::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::knees buckle and falls:: Self: Oh bugger
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::the action is so fast she didn't have time to react properly::
SO_Archimedes says:
@:: Rubbing his tired eyes, looks through the incoming data.::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: The rest of the guards subdue the Klingon. While the CTO falls on the ground, immobile.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*Shari TR*: Emergency beam up of the CTO to sickbay.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: The sword clatters on the ground and the wound starts healing.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@Self: Yep, overloaded again. another one...grr to this distortion.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: The CTO opens his eyes once again.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@Computer: Computer, who is in command at the present time?
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::continues to kiss the XO with an abundance of passion::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::blinks::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: I guess you should put the Klingon back in holding for now. We'll need to have a chat with him about what is really going on here and why there is no need for a war.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@<COMPUTER>: EO: Commander Rodos is in command.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: wonders why the chief hasn't been beamed up yet, and taps his COM badge ::  *Transporter*: Transporter Room 1, respond!
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I just asked for an emergency beam up of the CTO to sickbay. He was attacked by a sword. Pierced... wait.... ::looks at the wound::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::blinks in confussion::
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@ Computer: Where is the current location of said officer?
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: There is no reasoning with them I am afraid. I tried. ::he seems seriously disappointed::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::kneels down to evaluate the wound::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
Self: What the.............
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@<Computer>EO: Commander Rodos is on the bridge.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks through the door at the commotion.::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
CO: Skipper what happened???
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::breaks the kiss and taps his badge:: *CO*: Captain?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CMO*: It seems that the emergency is over... ::as she sees the wound is healed:: You'll still need to see the CTO.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: Is that what happened to your crew when you were injured?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::continues to try and sense if they hurt the entity or at least got its attention::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@*CO*: Send him when he's ready.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@*XO*: Engineering to Commander Roodes...
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CTO: I must thank you Ensign. You saved my life. As futile as the Klingons gesture was, I hope it taught you a lesson.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
CO: I, I felt it pierce my chest..........
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Quickly makes the connection and proceeds toward the group.::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*EO*: Yes.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Yes this is what happens to us.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
OPS: TR1 is not answering. I still want him to be seen by sickbay.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::smoothes out his uniform and turns away from the XO::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Quietly scans the CTO::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
Self: So much pain, searing god awful pain
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::Lets out primal scream::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Jumps in startled at the scream.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::sees the CSO has joined them:: CSO: He seems to be cured but we need the Doctor to test him.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@ *XO*: Just a bit of an update ma'am, we are seeing overloads on more then one system.  I am assume its location that is causing them. Subspace distortions are no fun ma'am.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@<TR_Chief>: *CO*: I am ready to beam up the CTO
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CTO: I'm having you go to sickbay now.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Slowly blinks as she takes a deep breath::  CO: Physically, he is fine.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*TR Chief*: Now.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
::nods at the CO, tears running down cheeks::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::takes a deep breath:: CMO: Darn it, nothing. Maybe we need more people or something.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks at the man::  CTO: You will be alright.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO: His body may hold answers. He was healed.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: An energy beam envelopes the CTO who is transported on the Shari.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: Or to try a little harder next time.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: He, like many here, should see a counselor.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::sees the CTO Materialize:: CTO: Are you ok Ensign?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::is speechless and blushing for a moment before putting her duty face back on::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: As for Klingons, we'll find a way to convince them. Remember that 90 years have passed. We have made technological progress.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::looks at the Doc:: CMO: I felt it Doc, felt it slide into my chest
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Good luck with them. Do you know what Krag loved to do to my prisoners?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@EO: Sorry Ensign we just got a casualty here. What were you saying about overloads?
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@CTO: Lay down on the biobed, I'll look you over.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@CMO: So much pain Doc ::knees begin to buckle::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: No, what?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Looked at Eriksson::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::helps the CTO up onto the biobed::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::Staggers to bio bed and curls up into fetal position::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Something involving a stake with a sharp point and the force of gravity. Imagine dieing for months at the time. This is what they love to do to us.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::goes to the CTO, her shields are still down and the pain and confusion are coming in loud and clear::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@CTO: You need to stretch out son! Would you like something to calm you?
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@*XO*: We have things overloading.  It has to deal with the subspace distortion we are in, or are nearby.  Overloads are happening in all systems.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: Sedation...
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*EO*: I will inform the CO.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::pulls himself together:: CMO: I’ll be fine Doc, not every day you die and come back
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*CO*: Ma'am we have a problem.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::nods at Eriksson:: CSO: Indeed, sedation of the Klingons may be the answer to this and bring them to their home world so they are taught by their people how things changed. Though maybe getting off this planet will help them get to their senses.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: Every one with psionic talents both on the planet and on the Shari feels the same powerful and alien mind exuding a sense of readiness, confidence, determination, relief and malicious joy. The feeling is so strong it goes through any block.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::takes up a hypo:: CTO: I need to counteract your testosterone levels increasing. It'll take two hypos, ok?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson/CSO/OPS: Excuse me.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Suddenly, violently, shakes her head::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::walks a bit away and taps her COM badge:: *XO*: What problem?
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@*XO*: Any additional orders ma'am?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::faints::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@CMO: Ok Doc, can i have some water please
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::stretches out::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: We are running out of time.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::feels the presence and tries to steel himself to stay composed::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Glances around for the security teams.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*XO*: Cmdr?
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: on the planet suddenly the whole hall is shaken by an earthquake. The tremors shake badly the wooden beams and one of them crashes into a table.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@*XO*: Hello....?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
All: Everyone out!
SO_Archimedes says:
@ :: sits up.::  What the....
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::feels the ground shake and hears the CSO:: ALL: All out! Get cover!
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: People start running out of the hall. The tremors calm down.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::stumbles a bit as he gets the CTO's water:: CTO: Here you go Ensign. ::hands him the water a little shakily::
SO_Archimedes says:
@ *XO*: Commander... I just picked up a massive tremor located at the location of the away team!
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
Aloud: Does the fun ever stop around here?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CMO*: Doctor?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::as she runs out::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Helps someone out from under the beam and toward the entrance way.::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::moans a little::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@ACTION: Sensors on the Shari show a very strong power source coming from the centre of the ruined city. The energy has the same signature of a matter/antimatter reactor.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::takes water::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
::outloud:: ALL: Everyone get their weapons ready!!!!
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@:: figures the XO is busy and tries to repair the console before the next blows::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: What is happening? Is this a regular occurrence? ::looks around for her AT members::
SO_Archimedes says:
@*XO/CO/CSO*: Ma'am’s...  I am reading a strong power source coming from the center of the ruined city.  It is huge...  and it has a matter/antimatter signature... not unlike a reactor.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::rushes over to the XO to help her::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Turns the person over to one of their crewmates and makes her way to the captain.::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: I don't know but we better be ready...for everything.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::starts coming to::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*SO*: A reactor? Does it seem ready to explode?
SO_Archimedes says:
@ :: Hands flying along the console::  *CO*: One moment...
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::gives the XO a hypo to revive her then quickly taps his COM badge:: *CO*: Captain, the entity overwhelmed those of us with psionic abilities for a moment. The XO fainted but she appears alright, medically.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@ACTION: Sensors indicate that a huge concentration of verteron particles seems to concentrate and then spring out of the Klingon camp.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: There is a strong power source coming from the center of the ruined city. It may be what is at cause here.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Opens up her tricorder and does a scan.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CMO*: Aye. Thanks.
SO_Archimedes says:
@*CO*: Ummmm... I do not understand these readings.  I just picked up a concentration of verteron particles from the Klingon camp.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO/OPS: Scan the area. We may need a hiding place... and/or to evacuate everyone...
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: You are right, it may be, did they identify the source signature.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: Are you alright Milli?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::gets up and shakes her head a few times to clear it:: *CO*: I'm sorry Captain.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: For the moment. You and I will be talking later though.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::grabs a medical tricorder and begins scanning her::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: My SO just said there is a concentration of verteron particles coming from the Klingon camp.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*EO*: I'm sorry to have cut you off. I was indisposed for a second.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: The night is illuminated by hundreds of light beams, which land in the Agincourt's compound. When the lights fade away, a horde of Klingon armed to the teeth comes screaming out and begin attack with savagery the nearest Federation personnel.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@XO: Everything seems alright here, I'll be tending to Ens. Wall. ::walks over to Ens. Wall and begins checking him over again, checking his testosterone levels::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: A groups of Klingons head toward the two captains, cutting everyone in between them and their destination.
SO_Archimedes says:
@*XO*: Commander!  The Klingons are attacking!
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: Defend yourselves!
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CMO: I'm heading to the Bridge. *EO*: Please join me on the Bridge Ensign, I will be needing you to man phasers.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
OPS: Do you think we could beam us and the Agincourt crew to our ship or their ship?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Stands ready to protect the captain::  CO: We need to get away from here.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Now you will feel how I felt all there years:: Takes a huge war axe and throws himself in the melee::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::as she grabs her weapon::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::begins to relax and take in the events::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::nods at the CSO::
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
CO: Well, we could take up... a dozen or two at a time.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@ACTION: The building in the city emits a huge tractor beam that envelopes the Sharikahr, immobilizing it.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
CO: Every five seconds...
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
*Security*: All to the captains side.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: A Klingon starts attacking OPS and the CSO with a savage swing to their necks.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: We will try to beam all your crew and us on one of our ships. At least we can get out of this battle and think.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*TR Chief*: I need those people off the planet now
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
OPS: Try it.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Deflects the weapon from the captain while ducking from the one aimed at her.::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*SO*: On my way to Bridge Ensign ::runs for the TL::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*XO*: OPS told me we could try to beam all our AT and the Agincourt on the Shari or the Agincourt by groups of 12 every five seconds.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Tries to block the slash, and taps his COM badge with his other hand ::  *TR*: Transporters, beam up every non-Klingon life sign, command crew and Sharikahr crew first!
SO_Archimedes says:
@ :: eyes open wide::  *XO*: Commander!  I just lost the sensors!
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::looks at his equipment:: Self: What happened to the power?
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@ACTION: The building in the city emits a huge tractor beam that envelopes the Sharikahr, immobilizing it.
SO_Archimedes says:
@ :: Drops to the deck, pulling off the cover and opening the console to his sight.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::shoots at the Klingons coming for the OPS and CSO::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@::reaches the TL door as the power goes::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: The Klingon strike is blocked and Davis stabs him in the back.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::monitors the tactical channel::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
<Davis> OPS: You owe me one ::winks and seems to enjoy it::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: Captain... now... we need to get away from this.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*SO*: Do what you can Ensign
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@ :: Hits his head on the console, curses to himself while rubbing his head::
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@CMO: Doc I need to get back down there
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: Is there some place we can retreat?
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@CTO: I don't think any of us are going anywhere currently. We've lost power.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
:: Tries to remember that this isn't real, they will just revive later ::  Davis: When we're out of this, I'll hold you to that.  :: Stands back to back with her ::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*EO*: We need to get out from this tractor beam. Any ideas?
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@CMO: I’ll be on the bridge if its ok with you Doc?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Deflects another attack, adrenalin surging through her.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*XO*: Cmdr? Beaming?
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
ACTION: Another Klingon goes near the CO, but it is blocked by one of the tactical officers.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::shoots at more Klingons::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@CTO: You get to the bridge, I'll get to engineering.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*CO*: Can't ma'am. Something has us. We have no power. Just communications.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@<TR_Chief>: *XO*: All transporters are down, it must be the tractor beam.
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::nods at the CMO:: CMO: Good luck Doc
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::jumps of bed and sprints for the TL::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@CTO: To you too Ensign. ::heads for the nearest Jeffrey's Tube and starts working his way to ME::
SO_Archimedes says:
@ *XO*: A suggestion... fire upon where that beam came from.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: Captain, you can go, we will try to hold them here.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*XO*: Try to get power back on ASAP.
OPS_Lt_Varn says:
*TR*: Chief, I'm going to skin you alive up there if you can't get the transporters back online!
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Swings again::  CO: Captain... I strongly suggest going to the city were the beam originated.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@CO: On it ma'am
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: We are stuck down here for a while.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*SO*: Do we have power to weapons?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Motions for security to form a shield and motions them backwards, away from the fighting.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
Eriksson: Will you regenerate if you die? ::wants to know the answer before pondering the CSO's suggestion::
SO_Archimedes says:
@*XO*: Ahhh... one moment... :: Looks over towards tactical and asks.::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
CO: I hope I will ::swings the axe in a large arc hitting another Klingon::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*SO*: I'm coming to the Bridge the hard way. See you in a minute.
SO_Archimedes says:
@ :: At his nod::  *XO*: It would appear so.  Sensors though are down.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@:: Gets up and gets to another console:: Self: this is different, what’s wrong...
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::reaches Main Engineering and taps his COM badge:: *XO*: Commander, what needs power first?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Firmly:: CO: Captain...
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*CMO*: Sensors
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@ CMO: Can I help you?
CTO_Ens_Wall says:
@::begins crawling through Jeffries tubes::
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@<TO>: SO: we have power but if we fire our phasers while enveloped by the tractor beam we will just overload the emitters and damage our arrays.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::smiles at the EO:: EO: We'll be getting started on getting power back to sensors, Ensign.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
@*CO*: Ma'am we have weapons but no targeting scanner can someone get to the location of the beam and send us a signal so we know where to shoot.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@*XO*: Acknowledged.
Host Capt_Eriksson says:
@<FCO_Polo> *XO*: The tractor beam is pulling us down! At this speed we will hit the atmosphere in 60 minutes, and at the wrong angle. The ship won't survive impact with the denser parts of the atmosphere.
SO_Archimedes says:
@ ::nods::  *XO*: Commander, we are caught in something.  If we use the phasers now, it will overload and destroy the arrays.
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@::looks at the EO:: EO: I suggest we get to work.
EO_Ens_Cheddar says:
@CMO: I can see that, as I am the engineer, that would be my job, again, why are you here?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::nods at the CSO and follows::
CMO_Lt_Cartwright says:
@EO: Because I have a Vulcan's lifetime of engineering knowledge.
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